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Mission

Tunnel development in Asia is largely driven by investments in the metro rail, railways, roads and highways, hydropower and water and sewerage

sectors. The major tunnelling markets in the Asian region are China, Japan, India, South Korea and Singapore. Of late, Malaysia and Nepal have

also made significant headway, with increased investments in rail and hydro tunnels.

Over the past few years, the size of tunnelling projects in Asia has witnessed a substantial increase. Some of the noteworthy projects executed

in the recent past are the 9.5 km long tunnel under Kuala Lumpur’s New Klang Valley mass rapid transit (MRT) line in Malaysia; the 15.7 km

long MRT tunnels in Jakarta in Indonesia; the 8.8 km long Rohtang tunnel in India, the world’s longest tunnel at an altitude of above 3,000 metres;

60 metre deep electricity cable tunnels in Singapore; and Japan’s 23.3 km long under-seabed rail tunnel.

The region has progressed quite well in terms of deployment of modern techniques and technologies for tunnel construction. The tunnel boring

machine (TBM) technology, the New Austrian Tunnelling Method and the micro tunnelling technique are common features in many projects.

Technologies for better geological and geotechnical investigations are also being used. There is greater emphasis on building smart tunnels with

integrated traffic control systems, video surveillance systems, wireless communications, entrance detection control systems, electrical fire

signalling systems, SOS call boxes, etc. Aerial surveys, photogrammetry-based surveys and GPS-based systems with high accuracy levels are

being used for mapping difficult terrain. In addition, new materials are being deployed to improve the durability and strength of tunnels.

Over the next two to three years, the region is expected to achieve many firsts including the construction of the 14.15 km long Zojila tunnel in

India, the longest bi-directional tunnel in the Asian region; the 16.2 km long undersea rail tunnel connecting the city of Ningbo and the island

of Zhoushan, the longest such tunnel in China; and the 26 km long Melamchi drinking water project in Nepal.

However, the Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in challenging times for the tunnelling industry due to reduced construction activity across most

Asian countries. While no nation has been spared from the widespread disruption caused by Covid-19, the degree of disruption, timing and

country response have varied significantly. More developed markets such as China, Japan and Singapore have witnessed better recovery rates

and tunnel construction activity has picked up in these countries.

Going forward, the tunnelling segment is expected to offer huge opportunities, given the large pipeline of tunnel projects and the increased thrust

from governments to infrastructure projects. However, given the challenges posed by the pandemic, contractors and implementing agencies

need to deploy innovative and advanced technologies and digital solutions for fast-tracking project execution.

The mmission oof tthis vvirtual cconference iis tto aanalyse tthe kkey ttrends aand ddevelopments iin tthe ttunnel cconstruction mmarket iin AAsia, ddiscuss tthe

experience aand cchallenges iin ttunnel cconstruction, aand hhighlight tthe uupcoming oopportunities. TThe cconference wwill aalso hhighlight tthe ttechnologies

and bbest ppractices iin ttunnel ddesign, eengineering aand cconstruction aas wwell aas sshowcase nnoteworthy pprojects.

Target Audience

The eevent iis eexpected tto ddraw pparticipation ffrom eexecutives, mmanagers aand ddecision-mmakers ffrom:

- Project developers - Metro rail operators

- EPC contractors - Road developers

- Hydropower developers - Railway operators/boards

- Water & Sewage project developers - Fire safety organisations

- Consultants (design and engineering) - Construction material organisations (steel, cement,

- Technology providers (TBMs, excavators, drill rigs, grouting, gaskets, soil reinforcement, etc.)

cranes, loaders, roadheaders, shotcrete machines, etc.) - Etc.

Tunnel Construction in Asia



AGENDA (Tentative)

KEY TTRENDS, DDEVELOPMENTS AAND PPOST-CCOVID-119 OOUTLOOK
What have been the key trends and developments in the tunnelling
sector?
What are the potential challenges in light of Covid-19 (in terms of
implementation delays, shortage of labour and raw material, etc.)?
What are the new and emerging opportunities and the future outlook?

COUNTRY PPLANS AAND PPERSPECTIVE
What have been the key trends and developments in the tunnelling
sector?
What are the new techniques and technologies being used for
tunnel construction?
What are the upcoming tunnelling projects?
What are the issues and challenges? What is the future outlook?

CONTRACTORS’ PPERSPECTIVE
What has been the experience of contractors? What are the key
lessons learnt?
What are the biggest issues and challenges? How are they being
addressed?
What specific steps are being taken to fast-track construction work
post the lockdown? What are some of the relief measures
announced by the government?

FOCUS OON TTUNNEL BBORING MMACHINE TTECHNOLOGY
What has been the experience with tunnel boring machine
technology? What are its specific features (cost per km,
equipment, material and manpower requirements, etc.)?
What are the key considerations in the selection of TBM technology?
What are the emerging trends and advancements in this field?
What are the key issues and challenges? What is the future outlook?

SMART SSAFETY SSOLUTIONS
What have been the recent IT solutions deployed for ensuring
safety in tunnel construction, operations and maintenance?
What are the new innovations & advancements in the field of safety?
What are some of the best practices? What were the challenges
faced and the steps taken to overcome them?

DESIGN, EENGINEERING AAND PPROJECT MMANAGEMENT 
What are the design and engineering practices being followed?
What are the new and emerging requirements?
What are the technological advancements & innovations in this field?
What are some of the best practices and noteworthy projects?
What lessons can be learnt from the experience of these projects?

OTHER TTECHNIQUES/METHODS OOF TTUNNELLING ((NATM, DDBM,
MICRO-TTUNNELLING, EETC.)

What has been the experience with the other techniques/methods
of tunnelling? What are their specific features (cost per km,
equipment, material and manpower requirements, etc.)?
What are the key considerations in the selection of the
technique/method of tunnelling?
What are the key issues and challenges? What is the future outlook?

CHALLENGES AAND RRISKS IIN CCOMPLEX TTERRAIN
What has been the experience in tunnel construction in
geographically difficult locations?
What are the challenges associated with the planning, design and
construction of long-span tunnels? How are these being addressed?
What are some of the noteworthy projects? What can be learnt
from them?

FOCUS OON CCONSTRUCTION MMATERIALS
What are the new and emerging material requirements for tunnel
construction (steel, cement, anchors, explosives, girders,
admixtures, etc.)?
What are the new options and innovations (shotcrete material, fibre
and rock reinforcement, geosythetics, etc.)?
What are some of the noteworthy initiatives in this space? What
have been the associated cost savings?

SEGMENT FFOCUS: CCURRENT PPRACTICES, EEXPERIENCE AAND
UPCOMING PPROJECTS 

METRO RAIL TUNNELS
RAIL TUNNELS
ROAD TUNNELS
HYDRO TUNNELS
WATER AND SEWAGE TUNNELS

- What has been the experience in tunnel construction?
- What are the techniques/methods currently deployed for tunnel

construction? What are the new trends and advancements in this
field?

- What are some of the noteworthy projects? What are the key
lessons learnt from their experience?

- What has been the impact of Covid-19 on project delivery and
implementation? What strategies are being considered to fast-track
implementation?

(contd…)



PARTICIPANTS IIN OOUR TTUNNEL CCONSTRUCTION CCONFERENCE
The organisations that have participated in our previous conferences on “Tunnel CConstruction iin IIndia” include Aarvee AAssociates, AAdcos, AAECOM,
AF CColenco, AAfcons, AAker, AAldesa, AAmberg EEngineering, BBangalore MMetro RRail CCorporation, BBekaert, BBorder RRoads OOrganisation, CChennai MMetro RRail,
CMRL, CCOWI, DDassault, DDFCCIL, DDelhi JJal BBoard, DDextra IIndia, DDelhi MMetro RRail CCorporation, DDraeger SSafety, DDRDO, DDSI BBridgecon, DDuraflex,
Dywidag, EEgis, FFOGTEC, GGammon, GGates, GGeoconsult, GGeo CConstech, GGeodata, GGiertsen TTunnel, GGMR, GGMW, HHCC, HHerrenknecht, HHill IInternational,
Hitachi ZZosen, HHochtief, IILF AAsia, IIRB IInfrastructure, IIrcon IInternational, IIsolux CCorsan, IITD CCementation, JJaipur MMetro, JJCB, JJindal ppower, JJindal
Steel, JJMC PProjects, JJSW IInfrastructure, KK RRajagopalan && CCo, KKEC IInternational, KKolkata MMetro RRail CCorporation, KKross AAir DDistribution SSystems,
Konkan RRailway CCorporation, KKrishna HHydro PProjects, KKSK DDibbin HHydro PPower, KKutch RRailways, LLarsen && TToubro, LLahmeyer, LLeighton, LL&T, LLeica
Geosystems, LLombardi, LLouis BBerger, LLucknow MMetro RRail CCorporation, MMC BBauchemie, MMumbai MMetro, MMumbai RRail VVikas CCorporation, MMumbai
Metropolitan RRegion DDevelopment AAuthority, MMunicipal CCorporation oof GGreater MMumbai, NNewkem, NNHAI, NNHIDCL, NNHPC, NNational HHigh SSpeed RRail
Corporation, NNina PPrecept, NNormet, NNorth EEast FFrontier RRailway, NNorthern RRailway, NNTPC, OOBO BBetterman, OOutokompu, PPatel EEngineering, PPoyry,
Precision DDrawell, RRailway BBoard, RRamboll, RRDSO, RRenesco, RRex PPolyextrusion, RRITES, RRobbins, RRVNL, SSandvik, SSavronik SSistem, SSERING
Ingegneria, SSEW IInfrastructure, SSika IIndia, SSimplex IInfrastructure, SSJVN, SSMC IIndia, SSMEC, SSMS IInfrastructure, SSNC LLavalin EEngineering, SSpectrum,
Star DDrilling, SSterling WWilson, SSunil CChemicals, SSUCG IInfrastructure, SSystemair, SSystra MMVA CConsulting, TTAM CConstruction CChemicals, TTCE, TTelcon,
Telegra DDOO, TTerratec, TTHDC, TTata PPower, TTata PProjects, TTej EEngineering, TTotem, etc.

AABBOOUUTT TTHHEE OORRGGAANNIISSEERR
The conference is being organised by India IInfrastructure PPublishing. India Infrastructure Publishing is a company dedicated to providing information
on the infrastructure sectors in India through magazines, conferences, newsletters and research reports. We bring out high-quality, world-class
products backed by over two decades of experience, an extensive knowledge base, as well as relationships with all key stakeholder groups across
the infrastructure sectors: power, renewable energy,  oil & gas, ports & shipping, roads & bridges, telecommunications, aviation, railways, water,
health, housing, banking & infra finance. We also publish a series of reports, including Tunnelling iin IIndia, HHydro PPower iin IIndia, UUrban RRail iin IIndia,
Road DDevelopment iin IIndia and Railways iin IIndia.

The company publishes South EEast AAsia IInfrastructure and Indian IInfrastructure magazines. 

South EEast AAsia IInfrastructure magazine (www.southeastasiainfra.com) is a leading source of information on infrastructure development in Southeast
Asia. It tracks key developments, analyses emerging trends, features industry players and perspectives, highlights key initiatives, and profiles
exemplary projects.

Indian IInfrastructure magazine (https://indianinfrastructure.com) is targeted at the very top decision-makers and financial managers in the
infrastructure sectors. The sectors covered include power, telecom, roads & bridges, construction, oil & gas, ports & shipping, aviation, railways,
urban infrastructure and infrastructure finance. The magazine provides news, information and analysis of the latest developments related to policy,
projects and investments in these sectors in India. It is published monthly.

AGENDA (Tentative) contd…

EQUIPMENT SSHOWCASE ((EXCAVATORS, DDRILL RRIGS, CCRANES, LLOADERS,

ROADHEADERS, SSHOTCRETE MMACHINES, EETC.)

What are the emerging trends and advancements in the equipment
segment?
How is the industry gearing up to meet the emerging equipment
requirements for tunnel construction post Covid-19?
What have been the biggest challenges? How are they being
addressed?

PROJECT SSHOWCASE AAND CCASE SSTUDIES
What are some of the notable operational/under-construction
tunnel projects?
What are their innovative features?
What has been the execution experience and challenges faced?
What were the benefits delivered?



REGISTRATION FFORM
I would like to register for the conference Please send me more information

NAME/DESIGNATION______________________________________COMPANY______________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS_____________________________________________________________________________________

PHONE________________________________________________MOBILE ________________________________________

FAX _________________________________________________ EMAIL _________________________________________

PAYMENT OOPTIONS

1. TTo mmake ppayments bby ccredit ccard, pplease ssend aan eemail oon mmansi.taneja@southeastasiainfra.com
All credit card payments will be subject to standard credit card charges

2. WWire TTransfer:

Beneficiary: India Infrastructure Publishing Private Limited

Bank Name: The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd

Bank Address: R-47, Greater Kailash – 1, New Delhi - 110048

Bank Account No: 094179587002

Swift Code: HSBCINBB

TERMS AAND CCONDITIONS
Payment PPolicy

- Full payment must be received prior to the conference.

Cancellations 

- Cancellations received in writing 30 ddays before the date of the conference will receive a full refund, minus a service charge/administration fee of USD 30.

- Substitutions/name changes are welcome at no extra charge. Please send these in writing at least two days prior to the conference.

- Powerline shall assume no liability whatsoever in case the event is postponed or cancelled due to a fortuitous event or unforeseen occurrence that renders the 

performance of this conference impracticable, illegal or impossible. For purpose of this clause, a fortuitous event shall include, but not be limited to: war, fire, 

labour strike, extreme weather or other emergency. India Infrastructure’s responsibility is limited to return of the registration fee only and is not liable for any cost 

in relation to travel and accommodation.

- Please note that it may become necessary for reasons beyond the control of the organisers to make alterations to the content and timing of the programme or

speakers.

CONTACT UUS 

For rregistration aand ssponsorship oopportunities: 

Mansi TTaneja

Email: mansi.taneja@southeastasiainfra.com

Mobile: +91-9910032924

To register, email us to: mansi.taneja@southeastasiainfra.com

DELEGATE FFEE
Price bbefore JJanuary 222, 22021 Price bbefore FFebruary 111, 22021 Standard pprice

1 LLogins USD 1175 USD 2213 USD 2250

2-33 LLogins USD 2280 USD 3340 USD 4400

4-55 LLogins USD 3385 USD 4468 USD 5550

6-99 LLogins USD 4490 USD 5595 USD 7700

10-220 LLogins USD 5595 USD 7723 USD 8850


